
CW Renovations advertising Report

This report is to summarise CW Renovations Facebook advertising campaigns

When running lead generation campaigns there are various campaign objectives we
can choose.

Campaign objectives

Conversions - This where we’ll send traffic from our Facebook advert over to our
dedicated landing page. This objective is optimised for people who are likely to take
some sort of valuable action such as filling out a lead form, accessing a lead magnet.
Generally what we would see would be a higher cost-per-lead BUT lead quality
tends to be of a higher quality.

Facebook ad -> landing page -> Quotation form

Lead Generation - This is self explanatory, this is the bread and butter of any lead
generation activity. This is where we’ll provide an advert which results in the prospect
filling out a native-on-Facebook form. They’ll never leave the site. It’s quick and easy
and generates leads frequently. However because there are less obstacles you’re
more likely to get a higher volume of leads but of a lesser quality. Looking at your
ads manager I can see that this is the only campaign objective you’re currently
implementing. Your CPL’s are fantastic so there is no reason to switch them off
however I would also look at testing other objectives should budgets allow.



Traffic campaign to messenger- This may be also a good campaign objective to
test. With this objective we’ll be sending people from our advert over to messenger.
We could look at installing a messenger bot on your Facebook page. In essence
what this is, is that it's an automatic messaging system which acts as a human on
your page. It takes all the manual hassle out of messaging to enquiries. This is a
very quick way to generate traffic and leads to your inbox.

We would use a software called ManyChat. It allows us to ask the prospect specific
questions, FAQ’s, set up reminders etc…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnD5T-muoTE

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AdSets

This is where we can choose our budget, choose our placements and choose the
age, demographics of who we want to see our adverts. For local lead generation
businesses we do recommend keeping the targeting fairly broad. However I would
challenge you to get into the head of the client. If they’re interested in renovating
their homes, what kind of things will they be searching for:

Wickes
B & Q
Homeowners
Home renovation
DIY
Home improvements
New house
IKEA
Kitchens

I would recommend putting one of these interests into an adset. Running this on
£5-£10 per day over 4 days and seeing what results you get.

The age scale is 18 - 65+ I would say try narrowing this to your core target age
demographic. Don’t waste the budget on people who are too young or too old to be
renovating properties.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnD5T-muoTE


Key things to remember:

One interest per adset
Audience size of minimum 400,000
Run for at least 4 / 5 days in order to assess results
Run for £10 per day

Placements

For our clients we tend to choose manual placements, because we want to ensure
that our money is being spent in the best and most effective places. I can see that
you’re currently choosing automatic placements. Try using manual placements:

Newsfeed
Stories

Campaign structures:

Your campaign structure vs ours

This is working for you at the moment.
Your campaigns are running to one
audience with one advert. However I
want to push you to try top of funnel,
middle of funnel and bottom of funnel
advertising. Example following down
below.



As you can see we have 1 campaign -> 4 adsets -> 12 ads. It’s important to note that
we have Four audiences here:

1. Detailed targeted I.e. Home renovations, IKEA
2. Broad targeting (just up the age category)
3. Lookalike audience (based off people who are similar to your existing

customers)
4. Warm audience - people who have shown visible interest in our home

renovating service but have NOT become leads as of yet. We can create
retargeting adverts to these people and give them the final push to become
leads.

Lead Form

As far as your lead form is concerned. There is nothing I would change here.



Running conversion campaigns

This is another great option to generate higher quality leads although your cost per
lead is going to increase, so will the quality, so be prepared. For running conversion
campaigns you’ll need the following:

Facebook Pixel installed - This is a simple piece of code which allows you to track
website visitors, leads, add to carts etc on your website. Once the pixel is installed
you can track events such as leads, landing page views etc.

Facebook ad -> Landing page -> Lead form -> retarget

As we can see here there is no
Facebook pixel installed on your
website so there is no way we can
track website visitors and retarget
them. *Matter of importance*



Dissecting your current ads

In the majority of your ads your copy is VERY much long form. I didn’t finish reading
your advert copy because it was too long. Any time you’re writing advert copy think
about the following:

A - Attention grabbing headline
B - Benefits of using your service
C - One call-to-action

Example:

Attention South Yorkshire homeowners 🏡

Tired of your old and tired kitchen? A brand new kitchen doesn’t have to cost you the
world.

With over 20 years of experience and over 50, 5 ***** reviews we can help you turn a
tired kitchen into the kitchen of dreams

For July only we’re giving you a huge 15% off ALL kitchens

But be quick because our offer ends soon…

Click on the form below to get started 



The first line of the copy for your advert is KEY. This is what stops them
from scrolling…

-Attention S.Yorks homeowners
- Dreaming of a new kitchen for your south yorkshire home?
- If you NEED a new kitchen, please keep reading this ad
- Hands up if you’d like a new kitchen 

Key action points:

Test new headlines
Try short form copy
Follow ABC principle
Touch on pain points

Creatives used:

I would give your creatives a 7/10. I’d prefer them to be more engaging. Giving
context with text. Text on the screen throughout should be a focus point. Music and
subtitles for a voiceover should be something you can explore:

Testimonials from previous customers
Graphic design with trust pilot reviews
Before and after
Overall company promotional video
Time Lapse video



Best practises:

1. Test one variable at a time (Creative, copy, audiences)
2. Up ad spent budget 20% every 3 days (putting too much straight away will off

throw the algorithm)
3. Test for no less than 3 days before making changes
4. Remember to duplicate your winning advert not make major changes on the

winning advert. Again this might upset the optimisation.
5. Use positive keywords (Free, Now, Today, Get)
6. Images no more than 20% text
7. Test on no less than £7 per adset per day
8. Audience size no less than 400,000 people

Re-targeting campaigns

One of the most powerful ways to get BACK in front of interested people. Video ads
are favourable and Facebook likes them because we can re-target a warm audience.
Because let's face it, anyone who watched 75% of 90% of your video is going to be
interested in our products and services.

So let's say we run a video advert over to a landing page we can create a custom
audience around people who are interested in what we’re offering. We can retarget:

People who watched 75% of our video
People who watched 90% of our video
People who visited our landing page but didn’t fill out our form
People who opened the lead form but didn’t complete

--------------------------------------------------

To finish

You need to much more creative with your campaigns I have rated the following out
of 10

Copy 7/10 (test more primary texts)
Headline 8/10 (test more headlines in each advert)
Hooks 5/10 (more offers, refer a friend, cash off)
Audiences 3/10 (explore new interests and get into the mind of the person)
Re-targeting 0/10 (re-target warm audiences, video views, landing page views)

Metrics to measure



CPL - £8-£15 depending on area, budget, ad sets
CPM - £12 or under
CTR - 1.5% above
Link clicks - £0.20p max


